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While some job interviewers take a rather unusual view of interview questions, most job interviews relate to the exchange of common interview questions and answers (including some of the most frequently asked behavioral interview questions). Here are some of the most common interview questions
along with the best way to answer them. If you're an interviewer, there's a lot you should already know: a candidate's CV and cover letter should tell you a lot, and LinkedIn and Twitter and Facebook and Google can say more. The purpose of the interview is to determine whether the candidate is
outstanding in the work and which means assessing the skills and attitudes required for the work. Does he have to be an empathetic leader? Ask me about it. Does he have to make your company public? Ask me about it. If you're a candidate, tell me why you took a certain job. Explain why you left.
Explain why you chose a particular school. Why did you decide to go to school? Discuss why you took a year off to get a backpack in Europe and what you had experience. When you answer this question, connect the points on your CV so that the interviewer understands not only what you have done, but
also why. Each candidate knows how to answer this question: Just choose a theoretical weakness and magically change that error into a strength to hide! For example: My biggest weakness is getting so absorbed by my work that I lose all sense of time. Every day I look up and realize that everyone has
gone home! I know I should be more aware of the clock, but if I love what I'm doing I just can't think of anything else. So your biggest weakness is that you make more hours than everyone else? Great.A better approach is to choose the real weakness, but the one you work to improve. Give me what you're
going to do to overcome that weakness. No one is perfect, but shows that you are willing to honestly assess yourself and then look for ways to improve to be pretty darned close. I'm not sure why interviewers are asking this question; your resume and experience should make your strengths easily visible.
Even so, if you are asked, give a sharp, on-point answer. Be clear and precise. If you are a big problem solver, don't just say that: Give some examples, appropriate openings that prove that you are a big problem solver. If you're an emotionally intelligent leader, don't say this: Give some examples that
prove you know how to answer an unanswered question. In short, don't just claim to have certain attributes - prove that you have these attributes. The answers to this question go to one of the two main ways. Candidates are trying to show their incredible ambition (because that's what they think you want),
offering a very optimistic answer: I want your job! Or they try to show their humility (because that's what they think you want), offering a meek, self-deeding answer: There are so many talented people here. I want to do a good job and see where my talents take me. On in case you learn nothing, except
possibly how well candidates can sell themselves. Interviewers here have a better question: What kind of business would you like to start? This question applies to any organization, because every employee in each company should have an entrepreneurial mindset. A business candidate would love to
start telling you about his hopes and dreams, his interests and passions, the work he likes to do, people who like to work - so just sit back and listen. As a candidate can not compare himself to people he does not know all he can do is describe his incredible passion and desire and commitment and ...
Well, basically beg for work. (Too many interviewers ask a question and then sit down, hands folded, as if to say, Go ahead. I'm listening. Try to convince me.) And you don't learn anything substantive. Here's a better question: What do you think I need to know that we haven't discussed? Or even if you
could handle one of my questions, how would you answer that now? Rarely do candidates come to the end of the interview feeling that they have done their best. Maybe the conversation went off unexpectedly. Perhaps the interviewer focused on one aspect of his skills and completely ignored other
important qualities. Or maybe the candidates started the interview nervously and hesitantly and now wish they could go back and better describe their qualifications and experience. Plus, think of it this way: Your goal as an interviewer is to learn as much as you can about any candidate, so you don't want
to give them a chance to ensure that you do? Just make sure to turn this part of the interview into a conversation, not loneliness. Just don't listen passively and then say, Thank you. We'll be in touch. Ask follow-up questions. Ask for examples. And of course, when you're asked this question, use it as an
opportunity to highlight things you haven't been able to touch. Job boards, general posts, online lists, job fairs - most people find their first few jobs so it's definitely not a red flag. But a candidate who continues to find each successive job on general missions probably hasn't figured out what he wants to do
- and where he'd like to do it. He's just looking for a job; often any work. So don't explain how you heard about the opening. Show that you heard about work through a colleague, the current employer, by following the company--show that you know about the job because you want to work there. Employers
do not want to hire people who simply want to work; They want to hire people who want to work for their company. Now go deeper. Don't just talk about why a company would love to work; talk about how the position is the ideal fit for what you hope to achieve, both in the short and long term. And if you
don't know why the position fits perfectly, look somewhere else. Life is too short. Here's an interview question that certainly requires an answer related to the work. You say that your greatest achievement was to improve capacity by 18 percent in six months, but you're interviewing the leadership of human
resources, so the answer is interesting but ultimately irrelevant. Instead, talk about the ineffective employee who saved you, or how you got over the fight between departments, or how many coherent ones have been advertised. The goal is to share the achievements that let the interviewer imagine you in
a position - and see that it succeeds. Conflict is inevitable when a company works hard to get things done. Mistakes happen. Sure, strengths come to the front, but weaknesses also come behind your head. And that's okay. Nobody's perfect. But the person who tends to blame and take responsibility for
improving the situation is a candidate to avoid. Hiring managers would rather choose candidates who focus not on blaming, but on solving and solving the problem. Every company needs employees who voluntarily admit, if they are wrong, to embrace the problem and, most importantly, to learn from the
experience. Three words describe how you should answer this question: relevance, relevance, relevance. But that doesn't mean you have to come up with an answer. You can learn something from any job. You can develop the skills of each work. Work back: Identify things like the job you're interviewing,
which will help you when you land your dream job one day, and then describe how these things apply, what you hope to do one day. And don't be afraid to admit that one day you can move on, either join another company or - better - start your own business. Employers no longer wait forever for workers.



Let's start with what you shouldn't say (or if you're an interviewer, what are the specific red flags). Don't talk about how hard your boss is. Don't talk about how you can't get along with other employees. Don't hurt your company. Instead, focus on the positive results that the movement brings. Tell me what
you want to achieve. Tell me what you want to learn. Talk about how you want to grow, the things you want to achieve; Explain how the move is great for you and your new company.complaining about your current employer is a bit like people who gossip: If you're willing to talk badly to someone else,
you'll probably do the same to me. Maybe you love working alone, but if the job you're interviewing is in the call center, that answer doesn't do you any good. So take a step back and think about the job you are applying for and the corporate culture (because each company has one, whether intentional or
unintentional). If you have a flexible schedule but the company doesn't offer it, focus on something else. If you like constant direction and support, and the company expects employees to do it on their own, focus on something else. Find ways to emphasize how a business environment works well for you -
and if you can't find ways, don't take a job, You're unhappy. The aim of this issue is to assess the candidate's reasoning, problem-solving skills, decision-making and perhaps even willingness to take intelligent risks. Without an answer, there's a definite warning sign. Everyone makes difficult decisions,
regardless of their position. My daughter worked part-time as a server at a local restaurant and made difficult decisions all the time - like the best way to deal with a regular whose behaviour amounted to borderline harassment. A good answer proves that you can make a difficult analytical or reasoning-
based decision – for example, wading through reams of data to determine the best solution to the problem. An excellent answer proves that you can make a difficult interpersonal decision, or even better, but even better, but even better, which involves interpersonal considerations and consequences. Data-
based decision-making is important, but almost every decision also affects people. The best candidates, of course, will consider all sides of the issue, not just business or human beings. It's a difficult question to answer without ieding into platitudes. Try sharing management examples instead. Say: The
best way for me to respond is to give you some examples of the management challenges I've faced, and then share situations where you dealt with the problem, motivated the team, worked through the crisis. Explain what you did, and it gives the interviewer a great sense of how you lead. And of course, it
allows you to highlight some of your success. No one agrees with every decision. Disagreements are fine; That's what you do if you don't agree to that issues. (We all know people who love to have a meeting after a meeting where they have supported the decision meeting, but they then go out and
undermine it.) Show me you're a professional. Show that you raised your concerns in a productive way. If you have an example that proves that you can influence change, great – and if you don't, suggest that you can support the decision even though you think it's wrong (unless it's unethical, immoral,
etc.). Every company wants employees to be prepared to be honest and forthright, to share concerns and questions, but also to get behind the decision and support it as they would have agreed, even if they did not. I hate this question. It's a complete throw-away. But I asked for it once, and I got an
answer that I really liked. I think people would say that what you see is what you get, the candidate said. If I say I'm going to do something, I'll do it. If I say I'm going to help, I'll help. I'm not sure everyone likes me, but they all know they can count on what I say and how hard I work. Ideally, the answer to
this should come from the employer: they should have plans and expectations for you. But when asked, use this general framework: You work hard to determine how your work creates value - you're not just busy, you're going to be busy doing the right things. You will learn how to serve all voters - their
boss, their employees, their employees, their your customers and suppliers and vendors. You focus on what you do best - you get hired because you bring certain skills, and you apply those skills to make things happen. You have to change something - with customers, with other employees, to bring
enthusiasm and focus and dedication and teamwork. Then just layer the details that are applicable to you and work. Many companies feel the form of culture is very important, and they use external interests to determine how you fit into the team. Even so, don't be tempted to fib and claim to enjoy hobbies
you don't have. Focus on activities that show some growth: the skills you're trying to learn, the goals you're trying to achieve. Spend them inside with personal information. For example: I raise a family, so a lot of my time is focused on this, but I use my commuting time to learn Spanish. It's hard. You want
to be open and honest, but frankly some companies are asking the question as the opening step in wage negotiations. Try the approach proposed by Liz Ryan. When asked, say: I focus on jobs in the $50K range. Is this position in this range? (Frankly, you should know by now - but it's a good way to
distract.) Maybe the interviewer will respond; Maybe he won't. When it pushes you for an answer, you have to decide whether you want to share or demur. Ultimately, your answer doesn't matter too much because you either accept the proposed salary or you don't, depending on what you think is fair.
Issues like these have become much more popular (thanks, Google) in recent years. The interviewer may not be looking for the right answer, but a little insight into their reasoning. All you can do is talk through your logic when you're trying to solve the problem. Don't be afraid to laugh at yourself if you
misunderstand - sometimes the interviewer just tries to assess how you deal with failure. Don't waste this opportunity. Ask smart questions, not only to show that you are a great candidate, but also to see if a company is good for you – after all, you will be interviewed, but also interviewed by the company.
If you're not asked that question, ask it yourself. Why? Great candidates want to run to the ground. They don't want to spend weeks or months getting to know the organization. They don't want to spend huge chunks of time on orientation, training or pointless pursuit to get their feet wet. They want to make
a difference, and they want to change it now. Big candidates also want to be big workers. They know that each organization is different - and so are the key features of the top performers in these organizations. Maybe your best performers work longer. Maybe creativity is more important than methodology.
Perhaps the constant landing of new customers in new markets is more important than building long-term customer relationships. Perhaps the key is the willingness to spend time to educate an entry-level customer helping an enthusiast who wants high-end devices. The big candidates want to know
because 1) they want to know if they're fit, and 2) if they're not fit, they want to know how they can be a top performer. Employees are investments, and you expect each employee to earn a positive income from their wages. (Otherwise, are they on the payroll?) In each workplace, some activities make a
greater difference than others. You need your own staff team to fill the work openings, but you really want them to find the right candidates, because it will result in higher retention rates, lower training costs and better overall productivity. You need your service techs to do effective repairs, but what you
really want is for these techs to determine how to solve problems and offer other benefits – in short, build customer relationships and even create additional sales. The big candidates want to know what really changes and drives the results because they know helping the company succeed means they
succeed as well. Is the job that the candidate performs important? Does this work matter? The big candidates want a job with a bigger goal - and they want to work with people who approach their jobs in the same way. Otherwise, the job is just a job. Employees who love their work naturally recommend
their company to their friends and peers. The same applies to people in leadership positions - people are, of course, trying to bring with them the talented people they worked with before. They have built relationships, developed trust and shown a level of competence that made someone go out of their
way to follow them into a new organization. And all of this speaks incredibly well to the quality and culture of the workplace. Every company faces a big challenge: technological change, competitors entering the market, economic trends. There's rarely one of Warren Buffett's moats protecting small
business. So while some candidates may see their company as a springboard, they still hope for growth and promotion. When they finally leave, they want it to be on their terms, not because you were forced out of business. Tell him I'm interviewing a place at your ski shop. Another store is opening less
than a mile away: How are you going to deal with the competition? Or you have a poultry farm (a big industry in my area): What do you do to address rising feed costs? Great candidates don't just want to know what you think; They want to know what you're going to do and how they fit into those plans.
Plans.
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